Let the Spiderpodium Smartphone Holder Spin You a Web of Convenience
Are you tired of holding your smartphone while chatting, talking or surfing the web? Not only can this
be annoying, but it can also cause severe chronic pain from keeping your hand in awkward positions
for extended periods of time.
Enter the Spiderpodium, the most versatile and innovative smartphone holder that you'll ever own.
Do You Look Like This When You're Using Your Smartphone?
<IMAGE IDEA: Person laying down, looking up, shielding eyes squinting, awkward hand position,
uncomfortable, etc.>
The Spiderpodium is an innovative design idea from Breffo that puts versatility on the fly right within
your grasp. The specially designed “spider arms” allow you to cast a web of security and stability
around your smartphone, holding it firmly in place no matter the angle or situation.
Don't get caught in awkward positions, struggling to get reception or see your screen without a glare
from the lights. When you're using your smartphone, simply adjust the Spiderpodium's arms and legs
around your device and situate it any way and at any angle you'd like. Then, enjoy using your
smartphone with hands-free ease.
No matter how you'd like to situate your device, the Spiderpodium is versatile to handle all positions.
Plus, it can handle any size, style or model, making it a truly universal smartphone holder.
Further, because of the innovative design, your phone's screen will be completely unimpeded, meaning
you can view what you're looking at without any obstructions. Plus, the speakers won't be blocked,
reception won't be marred and overheating won't occur.
The Spiderpodium truly is the world's greatest smartphone holder, bar none!
Award Winning Design
The Spiderpodium has a premium grade British steel skeleton surrounded by a “SoftTouch” rubber
coating to bring you the ultimate in rugged dependability. Folding completely flat for travel and small
enough to fit in your pocket, this Award-Winning Design gives you a portable sense of security for
your expensive device.
Super-Flexible Legs
Because the Spiderpodium has hinged and super-flexible legs, you can position your phone any which
way you like. Plus, the tips of the legs can be angled off your screen meaning that you'll view images
and the web with a 100% unobstructed view!
Works for Portrait and Panorama View
Whether you want to hold your smartphone longways (landscape/panorama view) or horizontally
(portrait view), the Spiderpodium makes this possible.

